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"...not the city of Boston only, but the .whole
State, and the cause of education generally,
are under a vast debt of obligation to the
committees who assumed... the labor of their
novel made of examination.... We venture to
predict that the mode of examination, by
arlI2d qugstions and written anmwers, will
constitute a new era in the history of our
schools."

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH.
EDUCATION & WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

EDUCATION
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"PERMISSION TO REPRODUCE THIS

. Horace Mann; 1845 MATERIAL HAS BEEN GRANTED BY

"Most teachers of experience will admit the
the evil attendant upon written tests is
large, and the-lood accompanying them is
small."

Agnes M. Lathe, 1889

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."

Throughout the history offormal education in Ame i a,

written tests have been a source of vehement controversy. In

-every age they .have been Praised and vilified 'with men and

women of gOod will -among both the proponents and the oopOnents.

InLevery ag0_theyLbave_besn_charged_with_lo ring_superficiality4_

and anxious cramming.. In ,every age they have been credited with'

motivating youngsters and-fostering excellence.

In out time the testing controversy has-continued without

abatement.. On a national level, the National Consortium on

-Testing is 'ene,product of that controversy; on'a local level,

Paper presented at the Spring Conference of the National
Consor-iUm on Testing, Washington, D.C., May, 1980.



Skills Achievement Monitoring (SAM) is another
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The former has

entered the fray to promo"e public understanding of tests and to

encourage the development of alternative assessment means; the

latter has e'llitered the f:av as an alternative testing procedure

designed to link instruction and testing in a symbiotic relationship.

SAM was developed by teachers and' administrators in the Pitch-

burg Public Schools over the last five years..1 It based on three.

major assumptions and consists of five key components. That class

rOom teachers represent the primary untapped resource` in our

schools that Lets ,of an kind must be used-as the imperfect

measures of.stUdent learning which they are, and that teacher

efforts focus their instruction mu,.,t be encouraged and sup-
r

ported - these are the assumptions.- The five Components are -skill

expectations, foc,,e-1 instruction, focused monitoring, instruc-

tionalresources, and -vel pment.

Classroom Teadhers: Unta -ed Resource

Over the last twenty years millions of federal dollars have

been spent to develop "teacher-proof- instructional materials.

These-materials, to' a,large extent, were designed to insure.:

student. learning in spite of the teacher. Just a- physicians

used to treat their registered nurses as office receptionists, so

thedevelopers of "teacher- proof" materials treated teachers.

They expected teachers to use their materials, as directed.

In contrast to this mechanistic View of teachers and

teaching, the rieveloPers of SAM felt that teachers were most

1
For further information on Titchburg's,SAM, Programs sec: Reedy,
1978; Wallace and Reidy, 1978; Reidy and Hord, 1979; Fresh and
Reidy, 1988) anclReidy and Pedulla,
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faMiliar with the opportunities an,. tb ions of the class-'

room setting. Accordingly; prof -v teachers. must make the

critical decisions about what to use and how to use

them to help the youngsters in- theiJ. ooms learn particular

skills, condnptt and gec.eralizations. udent!s will -learn

because of,not in spite of, the efforts of classroom teachers.

,Enhan g their professional=self-esteem is a necessary step, in

releasing their professional talents Ad helping them improve

their teaching skills.

Mult ect Measures

To Measure learning is to measure psychological abstraction.

Teachers and_students cannot directly observe learning; they can

only observeevidence that learning has occurred. ,Thus state-

_- ments about student learning are essentially statements of infe'

ence. For examplei to make a statement about a-student's learned

ability to effective .y-use transitions between sentences in

paragraphs, it ig necessary to examine samples.of the student's

writing or to examine her or his perforMance on editing

__exercises which-involve the use of transitions. On the basis of

this exainin Lion. of evidence, one then infers whether or how wdll,.

the.student has learned to ._effectively Use transitions.' In

`judging the accuracy and validity of any inference, it is nec-
.

essary to examine the quality of the evidence and the

Ippropriateness of that evidenceas a basis for the inference.

It is a- Central assumption of.-SAM thAt all pieces of evidende

used in making inferencLs about student learning saould be



conceptualized as imperfect measures and that no single measure

is, by itself, adegUate and appropriate for suet), inferences.

The monitoring oomponent of SAM designed to provide. one

imperfect source of data for teacher.inferences about student
. _ for _

skill achievement.- Data generated frem the SAM tests and

-rating sheets should be considered :Lndi ative, not definitive.

Teachers should be encouraged to use this data along with other

Measures such as dailysciasswork, homework, or projects to gauge

progress and plan instruction. When teachers use multiple

imperfect measure as the basis of their lear=ning inferences,

they increase the likeliheod that those inferendes will be

accurate. Furthermore, when teachers themselves choose which

meauures yield the most appropriate data for their inferences,

they increase the likelihood that those inferences will be cor-

rect, i.e. valid.

In the everyday world of the classroom, the results of SAM

tests will either confirm or challenge.inferences already made

by teachers, ideally made on the basis of multiple data Sources.

When such data is incongruent with other information; teachers

should take :a closer . =look. They should not assume the forMal

test data is the best inference base; nor should they reject

those data without. thought. The importaht point is that teachers

make, inferences about student-Jskill achievement. They must not

allow any single measure to become anything other-than one

basis for their inferences. They must not allow any measure to

serve as a-replacement for them professiohal judgment:



TeacNur Support Activities

Teacher efforts to focus their instruction on a manageable

t of skill expectations and to continually strive for improve-

dent in their teaching must be supported'through the provision

of resource materialS at-1i_ staff development activities. By

itself, the provision of instructional resource materials is not

___sufficient.. Teachers_must_feel confident -not_only_toTuse such-

materials but also to work beyond them, adapting and enriching

them,to suit their own teaching styles. .If-such adaptations -are

to occur ,there must be a- condUcive environment in which 'teachers

can experiment and learn. Staff development activities should

foster soh an environment in providing opportunities for

teachers to work together to improve their teaching skills and

to develop and refine instructional merials.

Now that the reader is familia ith the guiding assumptions

for SAM, it is appropriate to discuss the five components of this

program. Again they are skill expectations, focused instruction,

focused monitoring, instructional resources; and staff development.

Skill Expectations

SAM exists to foster student,learning of specific skills.

Thus, the first component of SAM is a delineation of skill

expedtations on which instruction is to focus. This delineation

of skills is not-synonymous with a list of behavioral objeatives,

nor, on the other hand, is it equivalent to a general statement

goals.-_.The_former tends to overwhelm both teachers and

udents by needlessly fragmenting .the ,goal*,of. Schooling and by



focusing instruction on what be used_as evidence of student

learning rather than on learning itself. The latter tends to

so deceptiVely imbiguous that it ProvidesA.ittle guidance for

classroom instruction and thus, little continuity from year to

year or from teacher to teacher.

What then are the characteristics of SAM skill statements?

A delineation of skills for a SAM program in any subject area

should, first of all, be a model of effective communication.

.1t shoUld be concrete, free of unnecessary jargon, and easily

understandable by students,.parents,rteachers administrators,

achool.board members and other intbrested parties. Fitchburg

experience in both SAM-Mathematics and 'SAM-Writing,indidates.that

illustrative exampleA areoften.more meaningful thari the skill

statements themselves.

Another charteristic of theSe skill statements is that the

number of ski121.s delineated be manageable froM an instructional

point of view. In as much, as time on the learning task is a

major factor in students' success at learning, it is appropriate

to emit the number of Skills to be learneC so that adequate

teaeher----andTstuden-t-timet,,an. be given _o each-g-kill. Further-

more, successive levels of skill statements should build upon

one another to establish .a developmental.and or pedagogical

sequence of.sk lis. With such a skill sequence, teachers can

assign different youngsters to different skill levels based on

, their achievement'rather,than on their enrolled grade level.

this,way tea- -rs can communicate appropriately high exOec

for'. each tudent, another factor believed critica-1 to student
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.success at learning

-In_writing skill lists for a SAM program, it must be

-recognized that skills are learned not.es ends in th emselves,

btt as tools for accomplishing further ends. For example,. in

mathematics one learns to multiply and divide decimal numbers
a

as a tool for solving mathematical problems which require these

basic operation .__In_writing, one = learns to vary-sentence

..structure and length as a tool for producing-effective written

communications. In _a_.similar vein, it must be- also recognized-
that SAM skills in-any-tUbject area Should not represent the sum

,total of all that is taught and le' rned in.that'subject. area.

Fitchburg's SAM-Mathematics Skills illustrate this point ih that

they represent the system's-core mathematics skills,,. i.e. skills.

typical Students at any grade level should be able to learn

9iVen that fifty to.seventy-fiVe percent of total time allotted

for mathematics instruction is deVoted to teaching those skills.

Other mathematical skills, concepts, and generalizations are

taught ao learned as tart of the total mathematics curriculum,

even though they are not part of SAM-Mathematics.

ould be-wri ten with the genuine

involvement of the teaching Staff so that those skills. reflect

the profestiohal experience and expertise. of that staff: Respect

fOr4hs professionalism of classroom teachers, necessary hall-

mark of any SAM program, implies that teachers, acting collectively,
,

are the most appropriate individuals to delineate SAM skills for the

students in their schools.
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Focused Instruction

The second component of a SAM program is classroom inst_ c-

tion focused on the- manageable set of skills disdussed above.

This component is the metaphorical heart of SAM in that instruc-

tion or teaching-which provides adeguate.time on task.does indeed

help students learn. All of the other SAMcomponents exist to

--establish -and maintain an instructional focus for teachers and a

learning focus for students

. Underlying this component of SAM is the assuMption-that given

sufficient instructional time and appropriate instructional re-

sources, most students can lean- vat the school teaches (Bloom,.

1970).. Put another way, good teaching does result in -student

success at-learning (GraVes, 1978). The importance of this

Assumption cannotbe overemphasized. Only if teaohers'believe

that studentscan learn the skills delineated as the first component

of SAN, will they be incliried to'set high expectatio1 for their

teaching, to set high achievement expectations for their students,

and to provide focused.A.nstruction On those skills. Focused

instruction will :then lead toy increasing the time on the task-of

leirnihq those ski la, thereby_enhancing-tha-likelihood .Students

will learn those skills.

.Focused instruction doeS not imply prescribed instiuction,.

Teachers participating in a SAM program must teach the SAM skills

which ,they collectively delineated, but-how they teach those

skills should:be a matter of teacher discretion. Teachers'are

most familiar with the limits and opportunities of the classroom



setting; teacher's daily interact Frith their students and -thus,

know best how each youngster learns; and teachers are professiona s

who typically possess "wide pedagogical exper ence and expertise.

It followS that teachers, not central office administrators, should

make the decisions about instructional Means for students-.in their

classrooms.

On the other hand, focused instruction does ply that

substantial teacher and student time should be, spent on the task

of skill learning. Time-is the major school controlled variable

which, is directly related to successful student learning. As more

and more was'demanded of sdhopls And teachersthe allocation of

instructional time was widely diffused across a wide spectrum of

Activities. SAM programs provide .for redirecting instructional
\

time on a more manageable set of'skill expectations -n 'Mote,- -

concentrated doses. As concentrated instructional efforts lead

to student success At. learning, focused instruotipn:bdoMes more

attractive.

Again, it is emphasized that SAM skills should not represent

the sum total oyf all that' is. taught and-adarned in any giVen.

subject.area. The_ quantitative and,Communicative skilli found

inFitchburg's SAM-Mathematics. and SAM - Writing programs are
,

skills which are generative, serve,as tools for learning

the content of many disciplines. Students should learn. thoSe

ski ls.and refine theirskill mastery, not in a vacuum, but.in

the context of studying various disciplines. The awareness of

the danger that instr-ction can become too focused is the best

antidote for avoiding that danger.

10
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The monctari component' of SAM provides periodic-feedback' ,
--,dcv

to students,and teachers on student skillachievement. This

feedback-provides the teacher with one dource of data and a

formal occasion for making and /or reviewing i nferences about

student skill achievement on which he or she has focused

instructional time. Viewed from another perspective, it provides
. . .

teachers an opportunity tip reflect on ,the effectiveness or their

teaching in the privacy of their own classrooms or homes. -Just

-as importantly, it reinforces the student's learning focus, and

serves as a stimulus for intrinsic- motivation.

Formal, testing is oftenTseen its ,critics as. analogous tb-

uprooting a young Plant:to determine the.health and nurturing
,

needs of its root system. In the process the young plant-is

destroyed. In SAM, monitoring tests and rating pxOcedures 2 are

used as Periodic opportunities for reviewing.the appropriateness

of the, instructional activities being used to nurture each'

student's learning. Such monitoring procedures are analogous to

examining the texture and color of the,young plant't leaves, the

strength of Its stem, its freedom from insects or disease, and

the oharacteristics.of the soil in which it'is- growing. This.

informs c n is used to nurture, not to destroy.

Like, the gardener, the :teacher needs,:muliiple pieces of
-

information to plan activities that will nurture further growth

and, if necessatry, to remove obstacles to growth. The SAM
/

tests and= rating sheets, provide one piece of inro rr ation for .the
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teacher's learning inferences. However, the burden of inference

rests with the teacher. He or she uses the SAMdata along, with

other information and resolves any incongruencies among the

.various pieces of .information in,making inferences about what
43

students have learned. He:or she then uses those inferences in

plan4ing further instruction.

What then are some desirable hallmarks of SAM monitoring

instruments and procedures? All reports on the results of SAM -

testing-should be confidential. These reports should be _elivered'

directly to each classroot.teacher by someone not in line authority

that:_teadher. They should' nom be used as a tool for r-teacher

accountab lity, but rather as\a tool for clasSroom teachers, in

their instructional planning.'

SAM tests should not be standardized.. Sinceteachers are the

users of the.data yielded by these-tests, they should be free to

padminister :them itn. a manner most appropriate- for each student in

"their care. For example, in Fitchburg a-teacher may allow one

youngster forty minutes to .complete the mathematics' test, while
0

allowing mdst youngsters twenty-five minutes. 4e or she may

read word problemS'or may indiViduallygive,the test to a special

needs youngster who hai a, leAming disability in mathematics.

Since the teacher is using the test data, he or she can.take into

account the way in which the test Was administered when making

learning inferences.

Tests and, other monitoring instruments should be designed

as not to yield masteryinon-mas
.

er'Y data Tests which, do not



,:proVideSuch.d farce teachers-to use other data sources in.

making their inferences about student skill achievement. -Further,

tests Should be used - -often `,enough to maintain an ,instructional

focus-1,yet-seldom:-enoUgh- to-represent a minimal intrusion in the

ongoingjhstructional prdgram. - In this regard, it is also

"'Mesita _e that-tests be relativelY short so that little time s-

taken away from instructional_activities. Also, when satin

sheets are used, they should be used with student writing,

produced as part of,the normal cldsgrooM routine

to it.

not in addition

So far as possible, alltests. should be scoked and-all .

reports generated with a minimal amount of clerical work for

teachers. The computer should be used as a fast, dumb clerk tc

score tests and produce two types of reports: an individual

report for each student anda. diagnostic. ummary for the eacher.

All. reports should be written in English or at 'east, be easily

interpretable by teachers,',students,andparefits Finally -all

reports should be produced-andHdelivered to-teachers no later

than five school dayS after the testing period..

Instructional Materials
and Staff Develo en

Although'it is the responsibility and the prerogative of

classroom teachers, not of centralltiffice,or sdhOol. level

admihistrators, to decide on instructional means,'it the

responsibility of administrators to serve an active leadership

role in helping and supporting teachers' instructional efforts.

The instructional materials and staff developmeni components of



S_ are mechanisms providing teache support services.

implementing-a AM program, it is important to operation--

13

aline the assumption-that teachers are the critical people in

helping students learn. In addition to operationalizing this

assumption by involving teachers in delineating skills and in

developing monitoring procedures, the school district's leaders

must also provide opportunities .for teachers to identify and

develop instructional strategies and materials. By p oviding
e_

frequent occasions for this type of teach ei-' activity, the

district's leaders

fostering c

help create an environment conducive to

ntinuous professional growth.

In Fitchburg, for example, teacher workshops of from ,five

to twenty-fiVe days have resulted in-several compilations of

resource materials for teaching. Significantly, opportunities

have been

to revise

resource.

provided not only to develop these materials, bUt also

them so that they become an evolving, not a static,

'rime for these activities has been provided during

the summer, during other school vacations and occasionally onl

Saturdays. Most .impOrtantly, the Fitchburg School Commibtee has

ieleased teachers to engage in these activities uring regular_ _

school lours by hiring substitute teachers. These actions

e clearly convey -a -- respect for the talents-of teachers an

spect fOr the importance of this activity.

Principals and curriculum staff should also provide links

with profesSiohal staff in other school districts and educational

a_ re-

institutions as a way of obtaining additional instructional

resources. Also, they should encourage teache'rs with whom they

sr ',Lf.em.,, ;
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to become involved in professional association-so that

theycan contribute to-and-benefit from the work and ideas,of-

colleagues.

In a'sense,wofkshops for developing and revising instruc

tional materials are staff development activities, but they are

only one of many,staff develoment efforts. Other such

activities, aimed more at helping teachers refine their teaching

skills or improve their-personal skills in an area such his

writing, include regional conferences,and workshops, workshops

`and courses sponsored by individual schools %r by the school

system,visits to c assrooms in atfil r. school systens, and visits

to Fitchburg classrooms by teachers working in other school

systems.

C,Inclusion

Skills Achievement Monitoring (SAM) is a dynamic program

designed to effectively link instruction and testing in a

symbiotic relationship. In SAM, instruction is the vehicle for

-helping students-learn, while testing is the vehicle for

monitoring--the. success of instruction. Significantly, testing

in a SAM program does not denigrate teacher inferences about

tudent learning, but rather enhances the cfuality of these

inferences and'their importance as a basis for instructional

planning.

Based on respect for the pro fessional experiences and

ertise of classroom-teachers, on a recognition-of both formal

and informal tests as perfect measures of learning, .and. on an



understanding. of the importance of providing support to teachers

as they .focus their-instructional activities, SAM provides .a

,structure which encourages and assists teachers in making their

instruction more effective and their inferences about student-
.

learning more accurate. Once implemented, SAM maintains an

instructional for'rs for-teachers and a lea ning focus for students

which, in turn, enhances student success -at learning.
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